
At 40 yards, Wingmaster HD™ generates nearly 200-ft.-lbs. more energy than Premier® Hevi•Shot.® This statistic is 
the ultimate indicator of its Drop-Dead Better™ performance. Consistent size, superior roundness, optimal density, 
improved choke response in a softer material all add up to more on-bird energy and ultimately more birds on the 

With its awesome aerodynamics, Wingmaster 
HD™ pellets fly straighter with higher velocity 
and improved energy at longer distances. And 
its excellent choke responsiveness makes it 
great for everything from hunting over decoys 
to long-range pass shooting. Open up the 
pattern or tighten it down based on your 
application. Either way you’re shooting the 
most lethal waterfowl shot in the world.

Wingmaster HD™, 12-ga., 3” – 1 1/2 oz., BB Premier® Hevi•Shot®, 12-ga., 3” – 1 1/2 oz., BB

Wingmaster HD™, 12-ga., 3” – 1 3/8 oz., #6 shot

155/258  
60%

Wingmaster HD™, 12-ga., 3” – 1 3/8 oz., #6 shot

Pattern at  
60 yards!

Steel Magnum, 12-ga., 3” – 1 3/8 oz., #3 shot

    At equal pellet sizes, Wingmaster HD™ pellets have over 60% more penetration  
at 60 yards than Premier® Hevi•Shot® pellets. (Goose silhouette shown)

     Use pellets three sizes smaller with Wingmaster HD™ and get per-pellet energy  
equal to steel – with double the pellets on the target. (Goose silhouette shown)
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Remington® CountRy.
It’s Where You’d Rather Be.

It’s where whistling wings send your heart racing 

and where your soul is most at peace. It’s also 

where you’ll find the world’s most complete line of 

hunt-proven arms and ammunition. At Remington, 

we’ve been entrenched in the American hunting 

tradition since 1816 – right beside you in the 

woodlands, fields and flyways. There’s no place 

we’d rather be. And it’s evident in everything we 

make. Welcome to Remington Country. 

wingmaster HD™

Drop-Dead Better™

16% Softer tHan Premier® Hevi•SHot®

Its softer properties make Wingmaster HD easier on your barrel, and ultimately 
deliver improved choke responsiveness and more lethal, consistent patterns. 

more bone-crUSHing force.
Wingmaster HD™ generates nearly 200-ft.-lbs. more pattern energy 
than Hevi•Shot at 40 yards.

LetHaL near anD far
Wingmaster HD, due to its excellent aerodynamics and softness, 
exhibits exceptional choke responsiveness. This makes it more 
versatile and more deadly across the board.

     Choke Range Diameter Percentage Yield 

     Skeet 40 yds .725 55-60
     Improved Cylinder 40 yds .720 60-65
     Light Modified 40 yds .717 70-75
     Modified 40 yds .715 80-85
12-ga., 3” – 1 3/8 oz., #6 shot. Based on standard bore diameter of .727

crUSH tHe Long birD 
Wingmaster HD put 60% of its payload into a 30” circle at 
60 yards! That’s 155 out of 258 pellets, and very bad news 
for birds that think they know harm’s reach.

Wingmaster HD™

Wingmaster HD™

Premier® Hevi•sHot®

nitro-steel

Premier® Hevi•sHot®

40 yd velocity = 842 ft/sec
84% pattern

40 yd velocity = 776 ft/sec
77% pattern

Pattern Energy (ft-lb)

Softer Harder

12-ga., 3” – 1 1/2 oz., #BB shot, Muzzle Velocity 1300 fps
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16% softer873 ft-lbs

674 ft-lbs

nearly 200 ft-lb more Pattern energy

RM1287



introducing Remington®

wingmaster HD™

Drop-Dead Better.™

Remington is proud to introduce Wingmaster HD.™ 

This new heavy-hitter effectively stretches the kill 

zone with a ultra-tuned combination of pattern 

uniformity, higher density, high pellet count and choke 

responsiveness. It’s the most deadly lead alternative  

to ever hit the flyway. Wingmaster HD puts a greater 

number of pellets on game at longer ranges, with 

equal pellet energy and 

deeper penetration than 

any other similar density 

non-toxic material.

At a density of 12.0 

grams/cc, Wingmaster 

HD’s non-toxic  

tungsten/bronze/iron 

composition is 10% 

denser than lead and a 

whopping 56% denser 

than steel, which dramatically 

enhances per-pellet energy and 

extended-range penetration. 

tHe comPany tHat reDefineD LetHaL SHotgUn range WitH Premier® Hevi•SHot®, 
noW UnveiLS tHe next generation in Heavy DenSity WaterfoWL LoaDS. 

Uniform PeLLet-to-PeLLet WeigHt

Wingmaster HD™ 
Wingmaster HD’s (Heavy Density) smooth, 
perfectly round shot pellets are more 
aerodynamic than other lead alternatives. 
They are uniform in pellet-to-pellet weight 
and are true to listed shot size.

Other non-toxic shot pellets 
cannot match up.

Wingmaster HD’s round, smooth, consistently sized 
pellets are key to increasing effective range and pattern 
density. At ranges beyond 40 yards, it proved superior 
to all tested waterfowl lead alternatives in combined 
pattern density and penetration. 

Approved by the USF&W and Canada, Wingmaster 
HD pellets have a 10% higher density than lead and an 
amazing 56% greater density 
than steel. Ideal density of 
12.0 g/cc yields the 
best combination of 
per-pellet energy and 
effective performance. 
You can drop down  
three shot sizes vs. steel and 
achieve higher on-game pellet  
count while delivering increased penetration. 

The new master rules the flyway with a heavy fist. 
Remington Wingmaster HD is the most effective 
waterfowl shot in the world.  

See for yourself how Remington innovation can take 

your shooting to new heights. You’ll fold birds with 

authority, at greater distances and more consistently 

than ever with new Remington Wingmaster HD.

DeePer Penetration at Long range

Unlike other lead alternatives, 
Wingmaster HD™ is ultra-uniform, 
round and smooth. Its consistency  
of shape and size greatly improve 
pellet distribution in the patterns, and 
takes Wingmaster HD to a level 
of efficiency never before achieved 
with a non-toxic waterfowl load. In 
addition, Wingmaster HD is 16% 
softer than Premier® Hevi•Shot,® 
which makes it easier on your barrel 
and more responsive to chokes.

raiSing tHe bar in SHot Performance.

Like all Remington 
ammo, Wingmaster HD™ is loaded 

using premium components and the 
highest level of consistency for absolute 
optimum shotshell performance.

roUnD, SmootH PeLLetS ProDUce tHe moSt  
efficient PatternS PoSSibLe.

Penetration in 10% Gelatin (inches)

12-ga., 3” – 1 1/2 oz., #BB shot

Pellet Penetration Consistency @ 60 yards

0.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 6.0

Min. Depth

Max. Depth

WinGmaster HD™

Premier® Hevi•sHot®

minimum 40% Deeper

12.0 g/cc – beSt PeLLet materiaL DenSity 
Testing proves Wingmaster HD™ delivers the best combination 

of pellet energy and pattern density.
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Pellet material Density (g/cc)

12-ga., 3” – 1 3/8 oz., #6 shot
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Hevi•Shot is a trademark of ENVIRON-Metal, Inc.

tHe LetHaL LineUP
   Index # Gauge Shell Length Velocity oz. of Shot Shot Size

   RW10B     BB
   RW101 

10 3 1/2 1300 1 3/4
 2

   RW12S4     4
   RW12S6 

12 2 3/4 1325 1 1/4
 6

   RW122     2
   RW124 12 3 1450 1 1/4 4
   RW126     6
   RW12M2     2
   RW12M4 12 3 1450 1 3/8 4
   RW12M6     6
   RW12VT 12 3 1350 1 1/2 T
   RW12HMB     BB
   RW12HM2 12 3 1300 1 1/2 2
   RW12HM4     4
   RW1235VT 12 3 1/2 1350 1 5/8 T
   RW1235MB     BB
   RW1235M2 12 3 1/2 1300 1 3/4 2
   RW1235M4     4 
   RW1235M6         6
   RW20M4 20   1300   4
   RW20M6 

  3   1 1/8
 6


